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Abstract 
The usefulness of Foam Roller (FR) even without a rolling stimulus 
(e.g., static compression with or without dynamic joint movements) 
has been recently demonstrated; however, the different effects of 
these methods remain unclear. Thus, this study aimed to compare 
and investigate the effects of such FR intervention methods on knee 
extensors. The dominant knee extensors of 20 male university stu-
dents were investigated using the following four conditions: control 
(CON), FR with rolling (FR_rolling), FR with static compression 
(FR_SC), and FR with static compression + dynamic movement 
of the knee joint (FR_DM). FR_SC was intervened to compress 
the muscle belly of the knee extensors. FR_DM involved knee 
flexion and extension while maintaining the FR_SC condition. Knee 
flexion ROM, pain pressure threshold (PPT), tissue hardness, and 
countermovement jump (CMJ) height were outcome variables; they 
were compared before and immediately after the intervention. The 
results of this study showed that knee flexion ROM was signifi-
cantly (p < 0.01) increased in FR_rolling (d = 0.38), FR_SC (d = 
0.28), and FR_DM (d = 0.64). Tissue hardness was significantly 
(p < 0.01) decreased in FR_rolling (d = -0.55), FR_SC (d = -0.28), 
and FR_DM (d = -0.42). A main effect of time (p < 0.01) was 
observed in knee flexion ROM, PPT, and tissue hardness, but no 
change in CMJ was observed. The results of this study suggested 
that clinicians and athletes could choose any method they like as 
a warm-up routine. 
 
Key words: Range of motion, flexibility, tissue hardness, counter-
movement jump, foam rolling. 

 
 
Introduction 
 
It has been reported that rolling with a foam roller 
(FR_rolling) is effective in increasing the range of motion 
(ROM) (Behm et al., 2020; Konrad et al., 2022b; Konrad 
et al., 2022c; Wilke et al., 2020). Furthermore, some stud-
ies showed that the FR_rolling intervention decreases tis-
sue hardness (Glänzel et al., 2023; Kasahara et al., 2022) 
and significantly increases pain pressure threshold (PPT) 
(Cavanaugh et al., 2017; Cheatham and Baker, 2017; 
Kasahara et al., 2022). In addition to these effects, 
FR_rolling did not decrease muscle strength and athletic 
performance, such as jump height and sprint speed 
(Wiewelhove et al., 2019). It has also been reported in a 
systematic review and meta-analysis by Konrad et al. 
(Konrad et al., 2022a). Conversely, Glänzel et al. (2023) 
reported an increase in maximum voluntary concentric 
contraction torque of knee extensors. Thus, the FR_rolling 

intervention is expected to be applied as an alternative 
warm-up method to static stretching that could impair mus-
cle strength and athletic performance in the sports field. 

Interestingly, previous studies have explored meth-
ods for maximizing the FR_rolling intervention effect. 
FR_rolling is commonly used to roll the target muscle, but 
the effects of an intervention method that compresses the 
target muscle without rolling have been investigated. 
Wilke et al. (2018) compared the effects of FR_rolling, 
static compression, and placebo on PPT for trigger points 
in ankle plantar flexors. The results indicated no significant 
change in the FR_rolling intervention and placebo groups. 
However, the static compression group had significantly 
increased PPT. Furthermore, Cheatham and Stull (2018) 
examined the difference in the effect on the left knee ex-
tensors with and without joint (dynamic) movement during 
FR_rolling. The intervention group with dynamic move-
ment is a cycle in which the rolling motion is temporarily 
stopped during the FR_rolling intervention, the dynamic 
movement is performed, and then the FR_rolling is per-
formed again. The results indicated a significant increase 
in ROM in both groups. More interestingly, the authors re-
ported that the effect of increased ROM was significantly 
higher in the dynamic movement group than in the group 
without dynamic movement. Interestingly, Warneke et al. 
(2023) also reported that a similar increase in ROM as in 
rolling movements was observed by simulating rolling 
movements. Taken together, rolling is not always neces-
sary when performing FR_rolling interventions. However, 
based on previous studies (Cheatham and Stull, 2018; 
Wilke et al., 2018), static compression of target muscles 
may be sufficient to increase ROM and PPT without rolling 
or movements that simulate rolling. Moreover, dynamic 
movement during static compression may be more effec-
tive than static compression without dynamic movement. 
However, the acute effect of dynamic movement during 
static compression on ROM and PPT without adversely af-
fecting muscle strength is unknown. In addition, it is un-
clear whether this method is more effective than 
FR_rolling with conventional rolling. The superiority of 
dynamic movement during static compression is important 
information in the field of sports and rehabilitation. There- 
fore, this study aimed to compare the acute effect of the FR 
intervention and static compression with or without dy-
namic movement on the passive and active properties of 
knee extensors. As aforementioned, FR_rolling intervene-
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tions have a small beneficial effect on muscle strength and 
performance (Wiewelhove et al., 2019). It has also been 
reported that FR_rolling interventions accompanied by dy-
namic movement exert a significant effect on the increase 
in ROM (Cheatham and Stull, 2018). Therefore, we hy-
pothesized that the effect of ROM increase would be 
greater in the dynamic movement group than in the 
FR_rolling and static compression groups. 
 
Methods 
 
Experimental approach to the problem 
A randomized repeated-measures experimental design was 
adopted to compare four conditions: control (CON), FR 
with rolling (FR_rolling), FR with static compression (i.e., 
without rolling) (FR_SC), and FR with dynamic movement 
(FR_DM) (Figure 1). The participants were instructed to 
visit the laboratory four times with a break ≥48 h. The 
measurement periods were before (PRE) and after (POST) 
the intervention. The measured parameters were tissue 
hardness, PPT, knee flexion ROM, and unilateral counter-
movement jump (CMJ) height, which was evaluated in this 
order. Because knee flexion ROM measurements may in-
fluence PPT and tissue hardness measurements, measure-
ments were performed in this order. 
Blinded design 
The present study followed a blinded design. Two physical 
therapists conducted the measurements in the study. One 
therapist only performed the measurements and was not in-
formed of the intervention conditions for the participants. 
The other explained the intervention conditions to the par-
ticipants. The measurement and intervention were per-
formed in the same room; however, the room was divided 
with a curtain, so the intervention was not visible to the 
measurer. During the intervention, the measurer wore 
noise-canceling earphones to block out external sound. A 
metronome was also used in all intervention conditions. 
After the intervention, the participants immediately re-
turned to the measurement area for the POST measure-
ment. 

Participants 
A total of 20 healthy, recreationally active men were en-
rolled (mean ± SD: age, 23.3 ± 0.6 years; height, 171.8 ± 
4.6 cm; weight, 68.8 ± 6.8 kg). They randomly completed 
the aforementioned conditions. Those with a history of 
neuromuscular disease and musculoskeletal injury involv-
ing the lower extremities were excluded. Based on the 
ROM results of our previous study (Nakamura et al., 2023) 
using G* power 3.1 (Heinrich Heine University, Dussel-
dorf, Germany), the required sample size for a repeated-
measures two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) (effect 
size = 0.25 [large when considering interaction effects for 
two-way ANOVAs], αerror = 0.05, power = 0.80) was 
greater than 17 participants. 
The participants were fully informed about the procedures 
and aims of the study, after which they provided written 
informed consent. The study complied with the require-
ments of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by 
the Ethics Committee of the Niigata University of Health 
and Welfare, Niigata, Japan (Procedure#18615)  
 

Outcome assessment 
Tissue hardness 
A portable tissue hardness meter (NEUTONE TDM-N1; 
TRY-ALL Corp., Chiba, Japan) was used to measure tissue 
hardness. The participant’s measurement position and pos-
ture were similar to those in the PPT measurements. The 
tissue hardness meter measured the penetration distance 
until a pressure of 14.71 N (1.5 kgf) was reached (Sawada 
et al., 2020). The participants were instructed to relax dur-
ing the measurement, and the mean value at each measure-
ment period was used for further analysis. 
 

Pain pressure threshold 
PPT measurements were performed in the supine position 
using an algometer (NEUTONE TAM-22(BT10); TRY-
ALL, Chiba, Japan). The measurement location was set at 
the midway of the distance between the anterior superior 
iliac spine  and the  dominant side’s superior border of       
the patella for the rectus  femoris muscle. With continuous 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. The experimental set-up for the four interventions: control (CON), foam roller with rolling (FR_rolling), foam 
roller with static compression (FR_SC), and foam roller with dynamic movement (FR_DM). The intervention was set at 30 
seconds. The CON condition was rest in the sitting position for 60 seconds. The FR_rolling condition were performed from proximal to distal 
and back to proximal of the dominant (preferred to kick a ball) knee extensors in 2 seconds. The FR_SC condition compressed the muscle 
belly of knee extensors. The FR_DM condition was knee flexion with the muscle belly of the knee extensors compressed. The measured 
parameters were knee flexion range of motion, pain pressure threshold, tissue hardness, and countermovement jump height. 
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increase in pressure, the soft tissue in the measurement area 
was compressed using the metal rod of the algometer. The 
participants were instructed to immediately press a trigger 
when pain, rather than just pressure, was experienced. At 
this time point, the value read from the device (kilograms 
per square centimeter) corresponded to the PPT. In each 
condition, PPT was measured three times at each measure-
ment period, and the mean value at each period was used 
for further analysis. 
 
Knee flexion ROM 
Each participant was placed in a side-lying position on a 
massage bed with the hips and the knee of the nondominant 
leg flexed at 90° to prevent pelvic movements (Kasahara et 
al., 2022; Nakamura et al., 2020). The investigator, a li-
censed physical therapist, brought the dominant leg to full 
knee flexion with the hip joint in a neutral position. A go-
niometer (MMI universal goniometer Todai 300 mm, Mu-
ranaka Medical Instruments, Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan) was 
used to measure knee flexion ROM three times at each 
measurement period; the average values at each measure-
ment period were used for analysis. In this study, no par-
ticipant was able to perform full knee joint flexion in the 
PRE and POST measurements. 
 
Unilateral countermovement jump height 
Unilateral CMJ height was calculated from flight time us-
ing a contact mat (jump mat system; 4Assist, Tokyo, Ja-
pan). The participants started with the foot of the dominant 
leg on the mat with their arms crossed in front of their 
chest. They were instructed to quickly dip (eccentric phase) 
from this position, reaching a self-selected depth to jump 
as high as possible in the next concentric phase. Landings 
were performed on both feet. The knee of the noninvolved 
leg was held at approximately 90° flexion. After three fa-
miliarization trials, three maximum unilateral CMJ were 
conducted at both PRE and POST in each condition, and 
the average of the three trials was used for further analysis 
(Kasahara et al., 2023). 
 
Intervention conditions 
The  four  intervention conditions were CON, FR_rolling,  

FR_SC, and FR_DM, the target muscles were knee exten-
sors of the dominant leg. The intervention time was 30 sec-
onds, based on a previous study of Behm et al. (2020). A 
foam roller (Stretch Roll SR-002, Dream Factory, Umeda, 
Japan) was used. One physical therapist provided instruc-
tions to the participants before the intervention. The control 
condition required resting in the sitting position for 30 s. 
For the FR_rolling conditions, one cycle of FR was defined 
as one distal rolling movement followed by one proximal 
rolling movement performed in 2 s. In FR_SC and 
FR_DM, the participants were instructed to remain in the 
plank position and place the foam roller at the midpoint of 
the knee extensors of the dominant leg (Figure 2, A) as in 
the previous study (Nakamura et al., 2022). For FR_SC, 
they were instructed to press their trunk against the roller 
as far as they could tolerate. For FR_DM, they were in-
structed to keep compression and press their trunk against 
the roller as far as they could tolerate while performing 
knee flexion (Figure 2, B) and knee extension (Figure 2, A) 
both in 1 s. The ROM was instructed to be as much maxi-
mum flexion and extension as possible. A metronome 
(Smart Metronome; Tomohiro Ihara, Japan) set up at 60 
bpm was used for control in all interventions. 
 
Statistical analysis 
SPSS (version 29.0; IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) was 
used for the statistical analysis. We calculated the coeffi-
cient of variation (CV) and intraclass correlation coeffi-
cient (ICC) from these data from PRE data in the four con-
ditions to check the test–retest reliability (Weir, 2005). To 
verify the consistency of the PRE values, they were tested 
among all conditions via one-way ANOVA. For all the var-
iables, a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA using two 
factors (test time [PRE vs. POST] and conditions [CON vs. 
FR_rolling vs. FR_SC vs. FR_DM]) was employed to an-
alyze the interaction and main effects. Classification of the 
effect size was set where ηp

2 < 0.01 was considered small; 
0.02 - 0.1, medium; and more than 0.1, large (Cohen, 1988). 
If the interaction effect was significant, a post hoc analysis 
was conducted using paired t-tests with Bonferroni correc-
tion on each condition to determine the difference between 
the PRE and POST values.  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. For the foam roller with static compression (FR_SC) and foam roller with dynamic movement 
(FR_DM) conditions, participants were instructed to remain in the plank position and place the foam roller only 
at the midpoint of the knee extensors of the dominant leg (A). The FR_SC condition was instructed to remain in 
that position (A) for 30 seconds, pressing the trunk against the foam roller as far as it could tolerate. The FR_DM 
condition was instructed to hold compression and mobilize the knee to maximum flexion in 1 second (B) and 
again in 1 second to maximum extension (A). A metronome (60bpm) was used for control.  
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The POST values and amount of change were tested 
among the FR_rolling, FR_SC, and FR_DM conditions us-
ing paired t-tests with Bonferroni correction. In addition, 
the effect size (Cohen’s d) was calculated as differences in 
the mean value divided by the pooled SD between PRE and 
POST in each group; an effect size of 0.00 - 0.19 was con-
sidered as trivial; 0.20 - 0.49, small; 0.50 - 0.79, moderate; 
and ≥0.80, large (Cohen, 1988). The significance level was  
set to 5%, and all the results are expressed as mean ± SD. 
 
Results 
 

Comparison between the PRE values among the four 
conditions 
No significant differences were observed in all PRE varia-
bles between the four conditions. The CVs of the measure-
ments for knee flexion ROM, PPT, tissue hardness, and 
CMJ height were 1.3% ± 0.6%, 14.8% ± 5.6%, 7.6% ± 
4.8%, and 4.4% ± 2.3%, respectively, and the ICCs (1,1) 
for measurements were 0.788, 0.676, 0.733, and 0.835, re-
spectively. 
 

Changes in knee flexion ROM, PPT, tissue hardness, 
and CMJ height after interventions 
Figure 3 presents the changes in knee flexion ROM, PPT, 
tissue hardness, and CMJ height before and after the inter-
vention. Significant interaction effects in knee flexion 
ROM (F = 5.4, p < 0.01, ηp

2 = 0.18) and tissue hardness (F 
= 5.1, p < 0.01, ηp

2 = 0.17) were observed. Post hoc test 
results indicated that knee flexion ROM significantly in-
creased in FR_rolling (1.3% ± 0.0%), FR_SC (1.0% ± 
0.0%), and FR_DM (1.9% ± 0.0%). However, no signifi-
cant differences were observed in the POST values in the 
knee flexion ROM among FR_rolling, FR_SC, and 
FR_DM. Similarly, tissue hardness significantly decreased 
in FR_rolling (-10.0% ± 0.1%), FR_SC (-5.7% ± 0.1%), 
and FR_DM (-6.9% ± 0.1%). 

In addition, there were no significant interaction ef-
fects for PPT (F = 2.2, p = 0.09, ηp

2 = 0.08) and CMJ height 
(F = 0.9, p = 0.44, ηp

2 = 0.03). However, PPT showed a 
main effect for time and increased after the intervention (F 
= 45.6, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.38), but not on CMJ (F = 2.2, p = 
014, ηp2 = 0.03).  

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. The changes (mean±SD) in knee flexion range of motion (ROM) (A), pain pressure threshold (B), tissue hardness (C), 
and unilateral countermovement jump height (D) before (PRE) and immediately after (POST) the intervention in four condi-
tions: control (CON), foam roller with rolling (FR_rolling), foam roller with static compression (FR_SC), and foam roller with 
dynamic movement (FR_DM). *: significantly (p<0.05) different from the PRE-value. ns: no significant difference from the PRE-value. The 
average (±SD) magnitude of change (%) is included for the significant (p< 0.05) change and Cohen's d effect size (ES) is also provided for all conditions. 

 
Discussion 
 
This study investigated effective FR intervention methods 
such as FR_rolling, FR_SC, and FR_DM. The results indi-
cated that 30 s of FR_rolling, FR_SC, and FR_DM signif-
icantly increased knee flexion ROM and decreased tissue 
hardness. A significant main effect for time revealed PPT 
increases, whereas no significant change was observed in 
CMJ. The results of this study suggest that FR_SC and 
FR_DM can be as effective as FR_rolling in increasing 
ROM and decreasing tissue hardness. 

Many previous studies have demonstrated that 
FR_rolling increases ROM (Behm et al., 2020; Konrad et 

al., 2022c; Wilke et al., 2020). In this study, a significant 
increase in ROM was observed in all intervention condi-
tions, but there was no difference among them. These re-
sults support the findings of Warneke et al. (2023) who 
found an increase in ROM-like form rolling in a sham con-
dition in which movements like FR but without form roll-
ing were performed. In addition, Cheatham and Stull 
(2018) compared the effects of FR_rolling alone and 
FR_rolling with dynamic movement on knee flexion 
ROM. The results indicated that ROM significantly in-
creased in both intervention methods and that the effect 
was significantly greater in FR_rolling with dynamic 
movement than in FR_rolling alone. In this study, the         
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effect size on ROM was larger for FR_DM (d = 0.64) than 
for FR_rolling (d = 0.38), although no significant differ-
ence was found. Thus, our results partially support the find-
ings of a study by Cheatham and Stull (2018). This discrep-
ancy between the previous study (Cheatham and Stull, 
2018) and our results may be due to differences in the in-
tervention method and time. As regards the intervention 
methods, dynamic movement was performed during the 
FR_rolling intervention in the study by Cheatham and Stull 
(2018), whereas in the present study, the FR_DM condition 
was applied, and dynamic movements were performed 
while maintaining static compression without rolling 
movements. As for the intervention time, it was 30 s in this 
study and 120 s in the study by Cheatham and Stull (2018). 
Thus, FR_rolling interventions suggest a dose–response re-
lationship (Sullivan et al., 2013). Therefore, the rolling mo-
tion or brief intervention could be the reason why no dif-
ferences occurred between the conditions in this study. 
Furthermore, Cheatham and Stull (2018) observed a 
greater increase in ROM in dynamic movement compared 
to rolling because of antagonist muscle contraction inhibi-
tion. This suggests that the contraction of antagonist mus-
cles is important for the increase in ROM. 

In this study, a main effect of time was observed in 
PPT. Previous studies have demonstrated that FR_rolling 
interventions increase PPT (Cheatham and Kolber, 2018; 
Kasahara et al., 2022). Wilke et al. (2018) reported that 
static compression on fascial trigger points significantly in-
creased PPT, whereas FR_rolling exerted no significant ef-
fect on PPT. On the other hand, Cheatham and Stull (2018) 
observed a significant increase in PPT in both the 
FR_rolling-alone intervention and FR_rolling intervention 
with dynamic movement. They also reported that the effect 
of increased PPT was significantly greater in the 
FR_rolling intervention with dynamic movement. How-
ever, no interaction effect was observed in the present 
study, suggesting PPT changes in all conditions. The lack 
of interaction effect in this study may be due to the effect 
of the short intervention time and order of measurements. 
In this study, the intervention time was 30 s, and the time 
from PRE to POST measurement was approximately 60 s. 
FR_rolling suggests a dose–response relationship (Sullivan 
et al., 2013), which may explain the smaller change in PPT 
in the intervention than in the control condition. Moreover, 
the short interval between PRE and POST measurements 
in this study may have influenced the POST measurement 
by the PRE measurement itself. In addition, pain occurred 
during the intervention condition might also affect the in-
crease in PPT values. Previous studies have demonstrated 
that FR_rolling interventions have a significant influence 
on pain reduction (Behm and Wilke, 2019; Konrad et al., 
2022b). In addition, FR may reduce pain by activating ei-
ther neural-gating mechanisms (Melzack and Wall, 1965; 
Moayedi and Davis, 2013) or releasing endorphins and 
enkephalins as theorized with the diffuse noxious inhibi-
tory control mechanism (Le Bars et al., 1992). However, 
the detailed mechanism of the increase in PPT is unknown. 
The differences observed in previous studies (Cheatham 
and Stull, 2018; Kasahara et al., 2022; Wilke et al., 2018) 
also occurred in the present study. Future studies are        

warranted to examine the detailed mechanism of PPT by 
FR_rolling intervention. 

The results of this study showed a significant de-
crease in tissue hardness in FR_rolling, FR_SC, and 
FR_DM. A previous study by Behm and Wilke (Behm and 
Wilke, 2019) has suggested that thixotropic changes are 
among the mechanisms by which FR_rolling reduces tissue 
hardness (Behm and Wilke, 2019; Konrad et al., 2022b). In 
addition, Hotfiel et al. (Hotfiel et al., 2017) reported that 
FR_rolling increased tissue perfusion and consequently de-
creased tissue hardness. The significant decrease in tissue 
hardness in this study could also have been caused by the 
same mechanism as in the previous study. 

The results of this study showed no effect on CMJ 
in all conditions. Wiewelhove et al. (2019) have reported 
that FR_rolling has no negative effects on muscle strength 
and performance. In addition, the effect of FR_rolling on 
CMJ is reportedly negligible. Moreover, Konrad et al. 
(Konrad et al., 2022a) also shows no significant perfor-
mance improvement after to FR intervention program. The 
results of the previous and present studies have indicated 
that FR_SC and FR_DM can increase knee flexion ROM 
without decreasing performance. 

A previous study by Nakamura et al. (2021a) has 
suggested that the mechanism of ROM increase by 
FR_rolling intervention is a change in stretch tolerance. In 
this study, PPT and tissue hardness also changed. These 
changes as well as changes in stretch tolerance may be re-
sponsible for the increase in ROM. More interestingly, 
Warneke et al. (2023) compared the effects in three inter-
vention conditions: FR_rolling, intervention condition 
which mimics the movement without the application of 
pressure on the soft tissue (sham group), and control con-
dition. The results indicated a significant increase in ROM 
in the FR_rolling intervention condition and the sham 
group. Such results suggest that the increase in flexibility 
with the FR_rolling intervention is not due to changes in 
stretch tolerance but rather to the warm-up effect of the 
whole-body exercise. In this study, changes in PPT were 
observed, but an increase in ROM was only seen in the in-
tervention condition. This suggests that the increase in 
ROM in the present study was also influenced by the 
warm-up effect of the whole-body exercise, as supported 
by the findings of Warneke et al. (2023). 

This study has several limitations. First, the differ-
ences by intervention time are unknown. Because a dose–
response relationship has been suggested for the 
FR_rolling intervention, there may be differences between 
conditions during longer interventions. Second, this study 
only included healthy male university students. Therefore, 
it is unknown whether the same effects can be obtained in 
athletes, older, and sex populations. Third, the effect of FR 
equipped with vibratory stimuli is unknown. However, a 
previous study by Nakamura et al. (2021b) showed that FR 
equipped with vibratory stimuli to the muscle belly of the 
ankle plantar flexors produced changes similar to the pre-
sent study. Therefore, it is conceivable that the effect is suf-
ficient for static compression and dynamic movements in 
FR equipped with vibratory stimuli. Fourth, the mechanism 
for the changes in the measured items in this study is          
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unclear. It is necessary to examine the mechanism for the 
effects obtained by FR in the future. 

 
Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, the FR_rolling, FR_SC, and FR_DM condi-
tions with an intervention time of 30 s are effective in in-
creasing ROM and PPT and decreasing tissue hardness 
while maintaining performance. Static compression and 
dynamic movements exhibit the same effect as FR_rolling; 
furthermore, the physical load is reduced. Therefore, 
FR_SC and FR_DM, which can intervene more easily than 
conventional FR_rolling, have potential applications in 
clinical and sports fields. 
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Key points 
 
 We investigated the acute effect of foam rolling even with-

out a rolling stimulus (e.g., static compression with or with-
out dynamic joint movements) on knee extensors. 

 Static compression and dynamic movements exhibit the 
same effect as rolling using foam roller. 

 Static compression and dynamic movements via FR can in-
tervene more easily than conventional foam roller. 
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